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Meningiomas 

Intracranial tumor arising from uncontrolled mitosis of  arachnoidal cells 

Meningiomas represents 30% of  primary brain tumors   

Non malignant tumor with a slow growth rate 

Tumor expansion may compress and permanently damages neighboring 
healthy tissues.  
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a. b. c. 

Figure 1: Images extracted from MRI T1 sequence with gadolinium contrast agent. The
meningioma region, highlighted by a green contour line, corresponds to times t0 = 0 day
(a), t1 = 169 days (b) and t2 = 330 days (c).

strategy to adopt. In the first place, an accurate, patient-dependent,
tumoral growth model should predict the tumoral mass (or volume)
evolution to help clinicians in the choice "removal surgery versus mon-
itoring". In the second place, the spatial resolution of the same growth
model should predict the meningioma extension in order to determine
the possibility of tumoral invasion in sensitive skull area.

2 Tumoral growth modeling, prediction and

simulation

The model
The model use in this paper is close to the one introduced in [9, 1]. The
description of the tumoral growth of meningioma is built from several
biological hypothesis:

• The tumoral cell density P increase is driven by the time-dependent
tumoral growth capacity M . (first equation of (1))

• The tumoral growth capacity is a scalar that decreases exponen-
tially over time with a characteristic ratio ↵. (second equation of
(1))

• The healthy cell density S is conserved over time. (third equation
of (1))

The choice of these hypothesis leads to a simple description of the
tumoral growth via the following PDE system:
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CHU Bordeaux (MRI T1 sequence, contrast agent: Gadolinium) 

Objectives 

t0 = 0 day t1 = 169 days t2 = 330 days 

Ø  Can we model the meningioma growth? 
 
Ø  Can we predict (or at least estimate) the growth? 

Clinical goal : can we predict the tumor volume and shape at time t2 
from the imaging data at t1 and t0? 2 



How to model the meningioma growth ? 

Main features of our model

Basic assumptions: mass conservation and incompressibility of cells. 

We essentially consider that cell movement is caused by the 

increase of volume due to cellular division. Advection type movement.

We mainly focus ourselves on mechanical effects at the continuous level.

Discrete modeling of the cell cycle for an accurate description of cellular 

division. Transitions between phases depend on the microenvironment of 

the cell.

Cellular division and movement

When a cell divides, it pushes the surrounding cells to have some
space for its daughter (picture from [De Angelis-Preziosi, M3AS
’00]).
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the equation describing the evolution of living tumour cells. An important role is
played by the relation between nutrient supply and capillary density just outside
the tumour surface and by the diffusion of angiogenesis factors produced by the
tumour outside it.
In more detail, the paper develops as follows. Section 2 explains the biological

background obtained by phenomenological observation which is taken as the stand-
ing block of the modelling procedure. Section 3 considers the general modelling
frameworks, and more precisely lattice schemes in Sec. 3.1 and continuum mecha-
nics approach in Sec. 3.2. In Sec. 4, after introducing the specific assumptions, the
model is deduced. Section 5 deals with the formulation of the free boundary pro-
blem while Sec. 6 provides the description of some qualitative behaviours of the
model. Finally, the last section draws some conclusions and suggests some possible
developments of the model.
A description of the conceivable scenarios and their dependence on the para-

meters is given in Ref. 17. The simulations therein show the qualitative behaviors
which are described in Sec. 2 and an agreement on the qualitative characteristics
deduced in Sec. 6.

2. Phenomenological Observation of the Biological System

Three overlapping phases of growth are usually identified in the stage of growth
of tumour cells condensed into a compact form: avascular, angiogenic and vascular
phase.
In the avascular phase, tumour cells are aggregated in the form of multicell

spheroids and feed on oxygen and nutrients present in the environment. These
nutrients filtrate through the surface of the spheroid and diffuse in the intracellular
space. Consumption of nutrients and cell proliferation are characterised by strong
nonuniformities. After the early stages of growth, the spheroids give an inner zone
of dead necrotic cells for lack of nutrients and a thin outer zone of living cells.
This last zone can be further divided into a layer with prevalence of quiescent cells

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. Movement of tumour cells. (a) Configuration before a mitosis, (b) mitosis and pressure
exerted on neighbouring cells, (c) cell movement and propagation of the force field generated by
mitosis.
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For the sake of simplicity, we consider that tumoral cells can be
found in three phases. Their position in the cell cycle is described
by the variable a :

Fig. 2. Principle of the simplified cell cycle considered in this paper. The transition
between phases P1 and P2 is controlled by the boolean function f at the restriction
point.
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threshold, we consider that proliferating cells become quiescent. Therefore, at
each point of the computational domain, we compute the number of cell and
the quantity of oxygen that is available.

In order to describe these tests quantitatively we introduce the following
boolean function

f(t, x, y, z) =

�
⌅⌅⌅⌅⌅⇤

⌅⌅⌅⌅⌅⇥

1 if
⇧ amax,P1
0 P1(t, x, y, z, a)da + 2

⇧ amax,P2
0 P2(t, x, y, z, a)da

+Q(t, x, y, z) < �o and C(t, x, y, z) > �h,

0 otherwise,

(1)
where �o is the cancer overpopulation threshold, �h the hypoxia threshold.
Here C(t, x, y, z) denotes the concentration of oxygen at point (x, y, z) (see
the equation (7) below). The factor 2 before the population of phase P2 comes
from the fact that the cells present in the second part of the cycle will divide
and therefore contribute to the increase of volume.

The evolution of the population of cells in the cycle is described by

�
⌅⌅⌅⌅⌅⇤

⌅⌅⌅⌅⌅⇥

⇥tP1 +⇥aP1 +⇥ · (vP1 P1) = 0,

⇥tP2 +⇥aP2 +⇥ · (vP2 P2) = 0,

⇥tQ +⇥ · (vQ Q) = (1� f)P1(a = amax,P1)�
⌃

d
dtf

⌥+
Q(t�),

(2)

where vP1 , vP2 , vQ are the velocities of the three phases P1, P2 and Q re-

spectively, which we shall determine later on. We have denoted by
⌃

d
dtf

⌥+
the

positive part of
⌃

d
dtf

⌥
. According to the third equation of (2), if the environ-

ment is not favorable, i.e. f = 0, cells in the phase P1 become quiescent and
appear as a source term in the equation driving the evolution of the phase Q.
If the environment is appropriate, i.e. f = 1), these cells enter the phase P2. If
the environment has just turned to be favorable, the quiescent cells reenter a

5

� Two proliferating phases P1(t, a, x) et P2(t, a, x) (in which
cells divide).

� One quiescent phase Q(t, x) (in which cells rest) not
age-structured.

Olivier Saut UIC Oct. 2007

We consider one population of  tumoral cells and the surrounding medium. 

The mitosis occurs homogenously in the tumour. 

The surrounding medium is simply pushed away by the tumoral cells with a 
speed that is directly linked to the mitosis capacity.  

The growth starts from the arachnoid towards the brain. 
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Semi-automatic 3D segmentation tool 



Model personalization 

Volume to be predicted 

Prediction 

Volume measurement 

Model trials 
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Example  

Case #54 

! 14!

Sil!41!!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
Fig.!23!:!(Gauche)!Modélisation!Gompertz!de!la!croissance!tumorale!avec!une!erreur!de!±5%!sur!les!volumes.!!

!(Droite)!Simulation!3D!de!la!croissance!tumorale!paramétrée!à!l’aide!de!la!modélisation!Gompertz.!
!

!! !! !
Fig.! 24!:! Comparaison! des! méningiomes! segmentés! sur! les! examens! IRM! (bleu)! aux! méningiomes! simulés!

(rouge)!aux!examens!n°!0!(gauche),!1!(milieu)!et!2!(droite).!

!
! Time!(d)! VMeas!(mm3)! VSimu!(mm3)! VC!(%)! DICE!(%)! Δt!(d)! Δtnorm!(%)!

Exam!n°0! 0! 1042.7! 1039.8! #! #! #! #!
Exam!n°1! 169! 2038.9! 2003.6! 98.64! 90.26! #!4.6! #!2.7!
Exam!n°2! 330! 3358.6! 3653.4! 90.83! 86.78! 23.0! 7.0!
Tab.!11!:!Récapitulatif!!des!données!et!résultats!de!simulations,!des!coefficient!de!concordance!volumique!(VC)!

et!de!similarité!(DICE)!entre!les!méningiomes!segmentés!et!simulés!ainsi!que!les!écart!en!temps!absolu!
(Δt)!et!relatifs!(Δtnorm)!entre!les!volumes!mesurés!et!simulés.!

!
!
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Case #6 

! 5!

Boud!64!!
!
!
!

!
!

!
Fig.!6!:!(Gauche)!Modélisation!Gompertz!de!la!croissance!tumorale!avec!une!erreur!de!±5%!sur!les!volumes.!!

!(Droite)!Simulation!3D!de!la!croissance!tumorale!paramétrée!à!l’aide!de!la!modélisation!Gompertz.!
!
Remarque!:!Dans!ce!cas,!les!volumes!varient!peu!et!les!barres!d’erreur!se!recouvrent.!Par!
conséquent,!le!volume!moyen!donné!par!la!modélisation!Gompertz!peut!être!obtenu!via!des!jeux!de!
paramètres!très!différents.!La!sélection!du!Gompertz!aboutissant!au!plus!près!du!volume!moyen!
n’est!donc!pas!optimale!dans!cette!situation.!
!

!! !! !
Fig.! 7!:! Comparaison! des! méningiomes! segmentés! sur! les! examens! IRM! (bleu)! aux! méningiomes! simulés!

(rouge)!aux!examens!n°!0!(gauche),!1!(milieu)!et!2!(droite).!

!
! Time!(d)! VMeas!(mm3)! VSimu!(mm3)! VC!(%)! DICE!(%)! Δt!(d)! Δtnorm!(%)!

Exam!n°0! 0! 6113.7! 6112.9! #! #! #! #!
Exam!n°1! 189! 6306.6! 6310.0! 99.93! 91.83! 3.2! 1.7!
Exam!n°2! 460! 6465.2! 6597.6! 97.94! 93.92! 123.5! 26.9!
Tab.!2!:!Récapitulatif! !des!données!et!résultats!de!simulations,!des!coefficient!de!concordance!volumique!(VC)!

et!de!similarité!(DICE)!entre!les!méningiomes!segmentés!et!simulés!ainsi!que!les!écart!en!temps!absolu!
(Δt)!et!relatifs!(Δtnorm)!entre!les!volumes!mesurés!et!simulés.!

!
! !

	
	

Example  
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Case #38 	
	

Example  
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Prediction results 
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Cohort 1:  
•  8 patients 
•  Mean relative error = 14.3% 
•  Linear regression : y = -0.23 + 1.10x  (R2 = 0.866) 

Cohort 3:  
•  18 patients 
•  Mean relative error = 12.6% 
•  Linear regression : y = -0.21 + 1.09x  (R2 = 0.980) 

Cohort 2:  
•  30 patients 
•  Mean relative error = 12.7% 
•  Linear regression : y =  0.06 + 1.03x  (R2 = 0.986) 
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Simulation result 



Conclusions 

Numerical modeling can improve the monitoring 
of asymptomatic meningiomas 

Monitoring and prediction of  the tumor growth. 

Optimization of  the imaging examination frequency. 

Prediction of  the brain sensitive structure compression. 

A medical software offering segmentation and prediction 
tools is currently under development 
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